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Note: 1'his is the first pa,t ofa two part article
regardingjauelin aerodynamics. Part2 will
appear in the November issue offechniques.

he present mies for the design of the javelin
make it a perpetually stable implement which
simply means lhat at all angles of attack, its
center of pressure is always behind its center
of mass and thus it tends to land rip first. The
javelin will fly less Lhan optimum if released with
just brute force. Because of that, there is a need
for the demonstration of both power and finesse on the
part of the thrower. An understanding of the Interaction
of the javelin with the air, i.e., its aerodynamics, is useful
for the coach and the athlete in their effort to Improve
finesse in javelin throwing. Some variables that affect
the implement's aerodynamics are: the attack angle, the
location of the center of pressure in relation to the center of mass. the distribution of the mass toward or away
from the center of mass, the shape of the nosecone, the
surface of the javelin and the spinning and oscillarion
properties of the javelin.
CEN 'ER OF r.!ASS (Cl\!), CENml OF PRESSURE (CP),
PITCIIINC IIO'clEHT (f/,1)
There are only two forces that can act on the javelin
once it bas been released. The first one is gravity, which
one can assume acts on a single point called the cenrer of
mass (figure 1). lts location is clearly defined by the rules
of javelin construction. Gravity will tend to decrease the
vertical velocity of the javelin until it reaches its apex.
From then on it begins to fall and the javelin experiences
negative vertical velocity until its landing. The other
force is the aerodynamic force. Tt can also be assumed
that it acts on a single point called the center of pressure.
Unlike d1e gravitational force, the aerodynamic force
is not constant and it highJy depends on the speed and
the shape of die implement being thrown. Generally.
the faster a javelin is Dying, the greater the aerodynamic
force. The position of the center of pressure relative to
the center of mass greaLly determines the flight characteristics of the javelin in that it affects the pitching moment
of Lhe javelin. The pitching moment simply expresses
the tendency of the javelin to go "nose up" (in this discussion. positive moment) or"nose down" (negative
moment). As hinted earlier, the current javelins always
exhibit a negative pitching moment, for all positive angles
or attack. and chis causes the javelin to tend to pitch nose
down rrom release untillanding UDJess it is released with
a negative angle of auack or the angle becomes negative
towards the end of the flight (Bartlett, 1989). The pitching
moment profile indeed determines the release conditions
and range of the javelin.
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Figure 1.
Forces acting on the
javelin while in the air.
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D= DRAG
L= LIFT
PM= PITCHING MOMENT
CM= CENTER OF MASS
CP= CENTER OF PRESSURE
AA= ATTACK ANGLE
P= PATH OF CENTER OF MASS
NF= NORMAL FORCE
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The aerodynamic force can be broken down into a parallel buL opposite lo lbe javelin's horizontal velocicy acting
force called d rag, and another force, called lift, acts pnrallel
but along with the vertical velocity (figure l).
Tbe javelin as an implement has good lift properties
but it does not do any good unless the javelin flies with an
angle of attack. Without an angle or attack there is no lift
and the javelin with smalJer lift values will ny just as well. A
javelin with the maximum diameter and length will exhibit
greater lift characteristics and in d1b, rashion. the total
planfom1 area will determine the Ifft potential. The surface
of the javelin area, 1.hat is, its exact shape and nature also
affect irs lift propenies.
Cord Grip. Terauds, (1985) mentioned that although the
grip Is a source of drag, it also produces lirt. Generally. with
attack angles over 17 degrees, the benefits from increased
lift exceed the loss due to drag and there is a nergain to
the Javelin's flight. When U1e grip is behind the CM (as in
all current javelins), rt becomes part of the tail oftl,e javelin and brings the CP towards that section of the javelin.
This way the positive pitching momen1 is increased. lne
greatest benent however, is 1hat the grip allows the thrower
to lmpan the maximum velocity to the javelin and this
Is more important th.a n ii!. aerodynamic characteristics.
Ericsson & Reding (1985) showed that a grip shaped srruc-
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ture would indeed affect airflow. However, because of its
proximity to t he center of mass, the grip's effect on the CP
characteristics would be minimal.
Drag during javelin flight increases as velocity and angle
of attack increases. Similar LO lift, drag on its own is nor a
great factor in innuencing the distance thrown. Moreover,
a javelin 's lift lo drag ratio has nothing to do with how far a
javelin will travel. More s pecifically, although lhe optimum
lift-drag ratio occurs ac angles of attack between 11 and
23 degrees, the javelins do not fly at those angles of attack
indicatin g tha I lhe ratio is of linle importance.
•

,u....

As mentioned earlier, the center of pressure is the
balance point of all the air forces acting on the javelin.
According to 1erauds (1985) the center or pressure (CP)
does nol remain in 1he same place and it changes along
with the 1:hange of the angle of attack and the magnit1.1de
of the rotation of the javelin about its long axis (figure 2,
pg 34). Wlth a zero angle of at tack the center of pressure is
directly on the from tip of the javelin. At a 5-degree angle
of anack, the CP is located approximately 10 centimeters
behind the center of mass (CM), over 105 cenllmeters
from the tip. From then on and up to a 20-degree angle of
a11a1:k. the distance between the CP and the CM decreases
bur it never reaches the CM and L~ a little over 1 centimeter
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Figure 2.
Center of pressure varlabillty
relative to the attack angle
according to, a. Terauds (1985)
and b. Best & Bartlett (1988a).
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Distance from CM ( cm)
backfrom the CM. The clis1anceincreases again from a
20-degree angle of attack and it reaches a maximum of
a little over 10 centimeters, at 50 degrees. According to
Best and Bartlett (1988a) however, it ls possible for the
center of pressure LO be at a consta111 position back from
the center of mass, ac least for the javelin they tested.
That distance was at approximately 26 centime1ers.
Schneeberger (2009) reported that the CP was 14.3 and
12.6 centimeters hehind the CM in Lhe men's and women's javelins respectively. De Mestre (1990) described
a movement for the center of pressure, which hrings ii
ahead of the center of gravity. Quite cenainly though,
based on other cummenrs made In bis repon, be was
describing center of pressure properties for the old-rules
javelin (before 1986) and not the current-rules javelin.
The practitioner needs co understand that as the location of the CP moves iowards or away from the CM, the
changes in the javelin's pitching moment will affect the
trajectory of the javelin as follows (Terauds, 1985; also
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see figure 3, pg. 35):
As soon as the javelin is released, gravity-will force
the javelin's CM away from a straight path, towards the
ground. At chis point, the attitude angle will remain
unchanged at approximately 30 degrees and it helps
create a small positive angle of attack where lift. can be
generated (figure 3, item l, pg 35). During this phase,
che CP is behind che CM and results in a negative pitching moment, which makes the javelin go "nose down",
but thar negative pitching moment is negated by tbe
moment of inertia of the javelin HselL This results in
a delay of the clockwise rotation of the javelin. At the
same time, because gravitational influences on the javelin's CM exceed those of the air, the long axis of the javelin moves further out of line with the path of the javelin's
CM. which increases its angle of allack (figure 3, item 2,
pg 35). As the angle ofattack increases. the CP moves
closer to the CM and lhenegative pitching moment is
reduced and, in relative terms, tends to rotate tbe javelin
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Figure 3.
A typical, long range, javelin trajectory. The approximate
angle of attack of the javelin at each point in its trajectory
can also be observed (see text for further explanation).
counterclockwise around the short horizontal axis and
make it go "nose up" (figure 3, item 3) . liowever, the
CP never moves ahead of the CM. Under those circumstances when Lhe javelin's velocity is relatively high and
there is plenry of lift generated, the javelin flies with little
loss ofaltitude. However, following. as the aerodynamic
forces decrease the javelin's velocity, lift itself decreases
and the angle of descend increases (figure 3, item 4). At
the same time, there is a quick change of the path of the
javelin's CM, which is coupled by a resistance of the jav-

elin to rotate clockwise (caused by the javeHn's moment
of inertia). At thii. moment the long axis of the javelin
cannot keep up with the gravitational force and the angle
of attack increases further (figure 3, item 4). This places
the CP awayfrom the CM which results In an Increased
negative pitching moment and in turn causes the javelin
to eventually and rather quickly go "nose down" until it
lands (fig. 3, item 5 on).
ANGLE Or ATTIICK
The angle of arrack is one of the most common terminologies in javelin throwing. Tb.is is right.ly so because if
t.l1ere is no angle of attack, there is no llfl. In the absence
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Figure 4.
Common angle terminology
in javelin aerodynamics.

PCM
CM
CP

RA= RELEASE ANGLE
AA= ANGLE OF ATTACK
AT= AIBTUDE ANGLE ( OR INCLINATION
ANGLE)
AAW = ATTACK ANGLE WITH WIND
PCM= PATH OF CENTER OF MASS
CM = CENTER OF MASS
CP= CENTER OF PRESSURE
WD= WIND DIRECTION

of wind, the angle of attack is the angle between the
direction of the center of gravity of the javelin an d
the long ax.is of the javelin (figm e 4). The fact that the
javelin as an implemem has great lift properties is of
no value to the thrower unless the javelin has a pirnhu1g moment which enables it to fly at a given angle of
attack which gencrares the all imporrant lifL Al I.hough
there is plem:y of discussion among practitioners
regarding rhe initial angle of attack, one should aJso
consider the changes of this angle in che course of a
javelin's tlig1u. lu the previous paragraph there was a
description of those changes, which are mainly a function of U1e-gravilational and lift forces. Since U10se two
forces ac1 on differen t poin1s on the javelin, lift (acting
on the GP) will tend to cause rotation ofthe javelin
along its shonhorizonral axis which will alter the angle
of attack during UighL Obviously, the fluctuations in the
angle of a1 tack exen a major influence on the javelin
llight itself. Assuming that lhe javelin is an elongated
ax.isymmetric fuselage, the drag coefficie.nnvill be
approximately proportional to the square of the angle
of attack, me pitching momenevvill be linear in respect
to the angle of-attack and the aerodynamic lift coefficiem will be exponentially re-laced to 1.he angle of auack
(Whtce, 20 I OJ. ln general, initially as Lhe angle of anack
increases from zero to a positive number, lift increases.
As d1e angle of attack increases further, 1he amount
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oflift reaches i[s optimum and a funher increase in
the attack ai1gle will decrease lift umil 1.h e point of the
javelin acLUally stalling. According to Terauds (1985),
th e angle of attack the javelin prefers to fly, depends OD
the javeUn's pitching momem andnot on the thrower.
Although il couJd be argued char the thrower can influence the angle of arrack by making changes during
Lhe release, this is probably something that cannot be
easily done or routinely adjusted by most throwers. A
thrower is advised to keep the release attack angle vvithin Lhe suggested values. Terauds (1985) further made
the argmueut that the thrower's influence on the javelin's "flight'' angle of attack decreases wilh increasing
throwing distance and chat quite low caliber Lhrowers
can indeed influence the "flighl" ,mack angle but not
high caliber throwers.
Best er al. (1993) repor1ed that a high javelin carry
and a low javelin inclina1ion angle (a.k.a attitude
angle) during 1.he transiLion of the thrower from the
impulse s tep in LO the landing over the.right foot in
prepara1ion for U1e last stride, are points that have
been addressed over the years as being important
[or optimizing U1e preparation for theilicow. Low
values of the inclination angle du.ring the mentioned
instances are.important because the javel in pull down
that ocCUis dming release always increases d1at angle
before release. AB the angle ofinclination increases,
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Figure 5.
The built in angle of attack Just before Javelin release.
actual release velocity is created and the angle of attack
Lhe inidaJ angle of attack also increases which.is not
optimal in javelin throwing (Best et al., 1989). Morriss
and BarUen (1994) also found Lhat a high javelin carry
is beneficial because it results in a lower angle of attack
and also in a "cleaner" release, asswning that release
velocity and height are not negatively affected.
During release at angles helow 30 degrees, a zero to 6
degrees angle of attack will produce roughly similar horizontal distances. Angles of attack that exceed 6 degrees
will result in a decreased horizontal distance. In most
cases, the thrower sho uld make an e[fort to release the
javelin with a zero angle of attack, which implies that the
force is directed along the Jong axis of the implement.
This results in a smomh release with the oscillations
kept at minimum. On t he other hand, releasing the Javelin at zero angle of attack is nor easy. This is because the
thrower-javelin system moves forward at a given velocity
towards the final javelin pull and therefore an. "automatic" angle of attack develops [ferauds, 1985). More spe•
cifically (figure 5), hecause of thar forward movement,
the javelin. at the time just before the final pull is Initiated. already possesses a small given velocity. This is
1he velocity of the javelin 111 relation to Lhe moving body.
lmmediately following the release of the javelin, lhe
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is developed. For example, if right before release the
altitude angle is 35 degrees, the angle of release in relaLion to the body's center of mass will also be 35 degrees.

Right aftenelease, the actual angle of release will be 30
degrees with a 5-degree angle of attack. Another factor
Lhat makes it clifficull 10 release the javelin at zero angle
of attack is lhe fact thal during lhe release of the javelin,
lhere L~ always a pull down effect as the fmgers separate
from the grip. This also results in the generation of an
angle of attack. Therefore the ultimate concern for the
javelin thrower Is to keep lhe angle of attack less than fl
degrees. This may imply a mental image of releasing the
javelin with a slight negative angle of attack.
INITIAL OPnMUh1 AIIGLC OF ATTACK

The optimum "javelin" angle of release for the current javelins is between 39 and 42 degrees. r:or most
competent throwers, the optimum angle of release will
be at 35 degrees. Terauds (1985) reported that generally,
the initial angle of atcack should be between zero and 6
degrees for release angles bcl:\veea 28 and 32 degrees.
For each degree increase in the release angle above
32 degrees, the angle of attack should be decreased
one degree. For each degree decrease in the angle of
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Figure 6.
Examples of desirable angles of attack
depending on two extreme angles of release.

RA= 40°

AA= 10°

RA= 25°

Telease below 28 degrees, the angle of attack should
be increased by I degree. This may imply the use of
a negative angle of attack In high velocity high release
angle cb:rows. Indeed, Hubbard and Alaways (1987)
suggested that for velocity of release values above 23
_rnete1· /second, as the velocity of release increases,
cbere is a slight but consistent decrease in the initial
angle of attack, reaching the value of -4 at a 35.mete1-/
second release velocity. The same authors also suggested the use of negative initial angles of attack for
veiylow release velocities (i.e., 20-23 m/s). Those
angles were in the order of -6 to -13 degrees. Best et
al. ( 1991, 1993) predicted optimal angles of attack at
release LhaL were negative. In i:harsrudy the top four
Lhrowers released al negative angles that fluctuated
between -8 and -2.5 degrees. Their release velocities
nuctuated beLween 29.8 and 30.4 meter/second and
Lheir angles of release, between 30 and 33.5 degrees.
l3esL et aJ. (1995), proposed a model with two optimization peaks for maximum range. One peak with
an angle of release just over 32 degrees and an auack
angle around----4.2 degrees, and another peak wiLh corresponding angle values of33 and-5.5 degrees. The
range predicted was around 93 meters. Through simulation techniques, Best and Bartlett (1988) found thaL
maximization of the lifting force can only be achieved
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via a negative angle of attack with the "global" optimum b eing at -2.8 degrees. Hubbard and Laporte
(1997) clarified that negative initial optimum angles
of attack are optimu m for small release velocities, as
the angle of attack becomes positive early in flight and
produces posi live Ifft. The authors though did not
specify Lhe magnitude of lhe "small" release velocities and they d id not expliciLly make an association
between a negative initial auack angle and Lhe range
achieved. From an empirical point or view, Morrjss et
al. (1997) oblained iniLial angles of auack nuctuaLing
between -9 and +1 de1,'Tees for a group of finalists in
the world championships.
Atwood (2006, 2012) has correctly speculated that
for high caliber throwers, the angle of attack at release
should be negative. He further explained that a
"bwnping" ofthe javelin, on the part of the thrower; at
release may be necessary for this to be achieved since
a negative angle of attack may require high release
angles but not necessarily high attitude angles. He
also mentioned that a few throwers have been able to
employ this technique but it .is something he would
nol routinely suggest, due to the bigh levels of finesse
required. Tl remains to be seen whether any intervention by lhe thrower is indeed necessary tO achieve a
negadve angle of release or, as it seems more likely

from the results of vario us analysis studies, such
angles are simply the resu lt of high level throwing. 1n
figure 6, it seems that when a higb angle of release is
used, the initial an ack angle tends to become negative
while under a lower release angle the attack angle is
mostly on the positive range.
AllACk AIIGLE Ill IIEAD AND TAil ,ilNll WlriO f"ftCTS
On windy days all the release angles and the
pitch rate hecome c rucial because the aerodynamic
effect on the range increases. Control of the javelin
also becomes more difficult buc more imporran1.
Optimu m values of alluf the javelin angles at release
decrease in ahead wind and there is less margin for
error when throwing in rn it. On the other hand, when
th rowing into a tailwind, the importance of the release
speed increases as the aerodynamic cona:ibution LO
the distance tb:rovvn decreases.
rn the presence of wind the ap parent angle of attack
(observed in windless conditions) may not be equal
m the actual angle of attack (observed in wind condirions).1n wind conditions, the angle of anack is d1e
angle between d1e long axis of the javelin and the
air-flow past the javelin. Under those condil.ions. it is
possible for the javelin to have a negative "apparent"
angle of anack and a positive "actual " angle of attack.
Obviou sly, what coums, in wind conditions, is Lhe
actual angle of attack (Halton, 2007).
With increased head wind lhe angle of attack will
also tend to increase. The stronger tl1e wind, the more
the increase in the anack angle. Similarly, in tail wind
the arrack angle willbe decreasing. Terauds (1985)
mentioned that ro couect for d1at effect, the thrower
should adjust the attitude angle of the javelin, which
should be decreased when throwing into a head,<Vind
and increased when throwing with a tailwind. .For
example, in the fu:st case a thrower can decrease the
attitude angle of the javelin by 3 degrees for a 6-meters/
hour headwind. A similar increase inthe attitude angle
is in order for a tailwind of similar velocity.
Generally, throwing under either condition could
benefit the javelin in Le,ms of the range it can ny.
However, tailwinds seem LO be the most beneficial
for javelin throwing (BesL and Bartlett, 1987, 1988).
Bartlerr (1989) mentioned tbaL thrnwers do prefer tailwinds. He explained that Lhe reduced javelin speed
relative to Lhe air leads to a lower pitching moment in
a tail'vvind at a given attack angle. This helps to offset
the "nose down•· effect, which is an important element in javelin throwing.
Side winds acting on a javelin will generate Magnus
forces. For a right hand thrower alert to right wind
will generate positive Lift, whereas a right ro left wind
w"ill generate negative lift. The importance of those
Forces is yetto be determined.
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